
Memes 
Game pieces: 

30 image cards

25 mandatory word cards

1 steal a meme card

4 Exponent effect “÷/x/+/- the power by itself” cards (1 of each type)

25 small pieces of paper (3”x5”)


How to play:


The word cards, steal a meme card & exponent effect cards, are shuffled into one deck and 5 
cards are dealt to each player, along with one piece of blank paper.


The dealer then turns the top image card over, then all the players must make the photo in to a 
meme by creating a caption of you choice, then writing down the caption they came up with on 
the piece of paper. Throughout the game you must include the words on your word cards in 
captions, if you finish the game with ANY word cards leftover you will automatically have to 
add an exponent of zero to your points then evaluate it.


Scoring points: 

At the end of each round each player votes on their favourite meme the meme with the most 
votes wins. To receive the points, the winner takes the amount of votes they received, and the 
number of word card that they have used in total, they then combine these two number into a 
power with the base being the numbers of votes they received and the number of cards they 
have used as the exponent, then they evaluate the power to get their points they won for that 
round.


Steal a meme card: 

If you get this wildcard you will have the power to steal the points from a winner from any 
round but, it will cost you your next turn*. You have to use this card before the points are 
added for that round.


*This card has no effect if used in the last round of the game.


Exponent effect cards: 

If you get one of these cards you can play this card while the points are being added up for 
that round. This card will make the exponent ÷,x,+ or - by itself. (You can play this card even if 
you win the round.)



